We have measured the intermolecular forces between small interference RNA (siRNA) and polyamidoamine dendrimers at the single molecular level. A single molecule force spectroscopy approach has been developed to measure the unbinding forces and energies between a siRNA molecule and polyamidoamine dendrimers deposited on a mica surface in a buffer solution. We report three types of unbinding events which are characterized by forces and free unbinding energies, respectively, of 28 pN, 0.709 eV; 38 pN, 0.722 eV; and 50 pN, 0.724 eV. Those events reflect different possible electrostatic interactions between the positive charges of one or two dendrimers and the negatively charged phosphate groups of a single siRNA. We have evidence of a high binding affinity of siRNA towards polyamidoamine dendrimers that leads to a 45% probability of measuring specific unbinding events.
Introduction
To address the role of proteins in cellular physiology or pathology requires an approach that should include the selective knocking down of such proteins to study the lack-offunction effect. Interference RNA technology and, more specifically, small interfering RNA (siRNA) has emerged as a very efficient and selective tool for this purpose since it induces sequence-specific degradation of target homologous single-stranded RNA 1 and it is able to inactivate a gene, and the expression of its encoded protein, at almost any stage in development 2 . However, major problems for siRNA intracellular delivery include poor cellular uptake from cell culture media, low siRNA stability and rapid clearance from the systemic circulation. A number of different siRNA delivery systems based on the combination of siRNA with nanoparticles (NPs) have been developed in order to overcome those problems [3] [4] [5] [6] . One the most promising uses dendrimers as NPs.
Dendrimers are branched polymers with repetitive structures that have been widely exploited for their potential biological applications including siRNA delivery [7] [8] [9] .
Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers 10, 11 have become the most widely used dendrimer-based vectors for gene transfer since the primary amines located on the surface of these dendrimers provide a high cationic charge density that favors siRNA binding through the phosphate backbone, forming a complex called dendriplex.
However, the parameters that govern the efficiency of a given dendrimer to successfully deliver siRNA inside the cell are not well understood. In particular, it is important to understand the interaction forces that bind the dendrimer to the nucleic acid. Molecular modelling studies have shown that a very small force of interaction precludes the stability of the dendriplex while a strong interaction force prevents the intracellular dissociation of siRNA from the dendrimer and the consequent failure of knocking down the target protein 12 .
Single molecule force spectroscopy (SFS) has been successfully applied to measure the forces between ligands and receptors 13, 14 , antibody-antigen [15] [16] [17] [18] , to investigate the unfolding of proteins [19] [20] [21] [22] , protein stability 23 , the interaction between carbohydrates 24 , and cell adhesion 25, 26 . In SFS experiments, the force dependence on the probe-surface distance (force curve) is recorded. A force curve could include sections where the force changes continuously with the distance and other sections that show step-like transitions (jumps). These jumps are associated with the rupture of the molecular bonds that have been formed when the molecules attached to the tip came into contact with those deposited on the sample surface. The forces measured by SFS scale up with the loading rate [27] [28] [29] and could also be influenced by the electrostatic interactions 30 with the environment (pH, ionic concentration).
Despite the fact that the quantitative understanding of the interaction forces and energies between nucleic acids and nanoparticles used in gene delivery systems is of great importance for optimizing the transfection efficiency, only few studies have focused on this matter. Xu et al. have investigated the interaction forces between chitosan molecules and siRNA as a function of the media pH 31 .
Here, a single molecule force spectroscopy approach is developed to measure the unbinding forces and free energies between siRNA and PAMAM dendrimers at the single molecule level. The formation of dendriplexes (siRNA-dendrimer complex) has been quantified in terms of affinity and stability of the formed complex. We provide evidence of a high binding affinity of siRNA towards dendrimer nanoparticles, with a binding probability of up to 45%. At a loading rate of 1 nN/s, we find three different values of the unbinding force, respectively, 28 pN±6 pN, 38±8 pN and 50±9 pN. Those forces reflect three different siRNA-dendrimer interaction configurations characterized by free unbinding energies of 0.709±0.01 eV (16.34±0.23 kcal/mol), 0.722±0.012 eV (16.49±0.28 kcal/mol) and 0.724±0.011 eV (16.69±0.25 kcal/mol). The configurations with free energies of 0.722 eV and 0.724 eV are associated with complex lifetimes of 5 ±2 s and energy barrier lengths of 0.14±0.03 nm while the configuration with a free energy of 0.709 eV has a lifetime of 3±1 s and barrier length of 0.25±0.06 nm.
Since largely ramified dendrimers lead to significant toxicity in vivo 32 , we have chosen the highly biocompatible G1 TRANSGENEN PAMAM (G1 TGD PAMAM) dendrimer because of its negligible toxicity and its ability to efficiently deliver siRNA and to induce gene silencing in primary neuronal cultures 33, 34 . This dendrimer represents a good model to study the single molecule interaction between dendrimers and siRNA including the binding forces involved in such interaction. A better knowledge of this interaction will help design more efficient dendrimers to deliver siRNA to the target cells.
Experimental methods

Materials and reagents
Phosphate buffered solution (PBS), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), hydrogen peroxide 30%, sulphuric acid, 3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (APTES), glutaraldehyde 8%, 6-aminohexanethiol, ethanol and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Spain). The 24-unit ethyleneglycol functionalized with succinimidyl and maleimido ends (NHS-PEG 24 -Mal) was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Spain).
The G1 TGD PAMAM dendrimer combining a conjugated rigid polyphenylenevinylene (PPV) core with flexible polyamidoamine (PAMAM) branches was synthesized as previously described 35 . Thiol-functionalized siRNA, diethylpyrocarbamate (DEPC) and heparin were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Spain).
Tip functionalization
Triangular silicon nitride cantilevers were first aminofunctionalized as described previously 36 . Briefly, they were cleaned thoroughly by immersion in a piranha solution (4 volumes of an aqueous solution of 70% sulfuric acid with 1 volume of a solution of 30% hydrogen peroxide) for 30 minutes. The cantilvers were then rinsed with ultrapure water and dipped into a solution of APTES:water:ethanol (volume ratio 5:5:90) for 45 minutes. Finally, the amino-functionalized tips were rinsed with ultrapure water, ethanol and dried with nitrogen gas. Next, the heterobifunctional NHS-PEG 24 -Mal linker was dissolved in PBS to a concentration of 1mM. The APTES-functionalized AFM tips were immersed into the PEG linker solution for 30 minutes at room temperature.
Finally, the AFM tips functionalized with the PEG linker were immersed into a 2.5 µM siRNA solution for 12 hours at room temperature 37 . The tips were when rinsed with 10 mM HEPES and stored in a Petri dish at 4°C until further use.
Dendrimer deposition
After a 30 minute ultrasonic treatment to prevent dendrimer aggregation, 20 µl of a 100 µM dendrimers solution were deposited onto a freshly cleaved piece of mica for 2 minutes. The sample was then rinsed with 10 mM HEPES.
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Single molecule force spectroscopy measurements
Single molecule force spectroscopy experiments were performed at room temperature with a Cypher microscope (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, USA). The experiments were performed in 0.1 M phosphate buffered solution (PBS) at pH 7.4. Triangular silicon nitride cantilevers (MSCT, Brucker, Santa Barbara, USA) with a nominal spring constant of 0.01 N/m and resonant frequency of 7 kHz were used. The force spectroscopy measurements involve the accurate determination of the cantilever force constant as well as the optical lever sensitivity. The force constant and quality factor are determined by using the thermal noise method 38, 39 . The calibrated force constant of the cantilevers was 0.02 ± 0.002 N/m. At the end of each experiment, the optical lever sensitivity was calibrated by acquiring deflection versus distance curves on a hard surface (mica). Typically 100 deflection versus distance curves were acquired and the sensitivity of the photodiode was calculated as the mean value of the slope of the deflection curve measured in the repulsive region. The force was calculated by using Hooke´s law, ‫ܨ‬ = ‫ݖ∆݇−‬ (∆z is the cantilever deflection, k is the cantilever force constant). The maximum force was maintained below 150 pN to avoid damaging the molecules bound to the tip apex. The force curves were acquired by approaching and retracting the tip 100 nm from the sample at different velocities (from 100 nm/s to 2.5 µm/s). In each curve, the tip was kept in contact with the sample for 0.5 s to facilitate the formation of siRNA-dendrimer complexes. For each functionalized tip, we have acquired several force maps, where a force curve was recorded as a function of the (x, y) coordinate. Those force maps covered 1 µm x 1 µm regions (32 x 32 data points).
Force spectroscopy data analysis
A total of 16000 force distance curves were analysed by using customized software. The curves were averaged and the contact point was set by establishing a deflection threshold. The detection of an adhesion force event (either specific or unspecific) was based on the values of the second and third derivatives of the deflection. The event was labeled as an adhesion event whenever the above derivatives were found to be above 20% with respect to the noise level. An algorithm was created to discriminate unspecific from specific adhesion events between siRNA and dendrimers. First, the slope of the adhesion event (force versus piezo displacement) near the jump-off point is calculated.
Then tables containing information on adhesion events for all the experiments are processed. We generate two type of representations. The common plot showing the number of events with a given unbinding force (1D histogram) and the plots showing the number of events with a given unbinding force and a given value of another parameter, for example, the unbinding length (2D histograms). To discriminate between specific and unspecific binding events we gather a series of 2D histograms. In those histograms, the y-axis represents the unbindig force and the x-axis could be the binding distance or the slope of an adhesion event. The 2D histograms show several spots above the average values. To adscribe one of those spots to a specific or unspecific event we introduce several phenomenological observations. Unspecific adhesion events are usually found near the solid support (retraction curve), here at tip-surface separations below 5 nm. In addition, the characteristic slope in the force curve of an unspecific events is steeper than the one corresponding to a specific siRNA-dendrimer interaction.
The application of the above criteria to the 2D histograms enables to remove the spots associated with unspecific interactions from the plots leaving what we call a 2D molecular recognition map. The use of 2D histograms is uncommon in force spectroscopy, although it has been used as an alternative method to present the data [40] [41] [42] .
siRNA release by polyanion competition
The ability of the complexes to release siRNA in the presence of polyanionic heparin was determined as a measure of complex stability 33 . Complexes were prepared at a dendrimer/siRNA molar ratio of 10 to ensure the complete binding of siRNA by the dendrimer, and then incubated with varying concentrations of heparin sulfate (0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 heparin USP units/mL) for 20 min. The solutions were loaded on a 1.2% (w/v) agar gel containing 0.05 mg/ml ethidium bromide. Electrophoresis was performed at 60 mV for 15 min, and the resulting gels were photographed under UVillumination.
Control experiments
Several rounds of control experiments have been performed to check the specificity of the unbinding events. For the heparin competition assay, 0.2 heparin USP units/mL were injected into the siRNA-dendrimer solution and after 30 minutes molecular recognition Page 6 of 26 Nanoscale events were recorded with a siRNA-functionalized tip. Another control experiment involved the measurement of force curves by using bare AFM tips on dendrimer monolayers deposited on mica. An additional control experiment involved the recording of force curves with siRNA-functionalized tips on bare mica substrate.
Results and discussion
To perform the single molecule force spectroscopy measurements, the AFM tip is functionalized with a polyethylene glycol linker (PEG)-siRNA complex. Then, the functionalized tip is brought into contact with a packed dendrimer layer deposited onto the mica substrate ( Figure 1a ). Figure 1b shows a scheme of a force-distance plot (force curve) with four different steps. In step 1 the tip is far from the sample surface and the interaction force non-existent; step 2 depicts the contact between the tip and the deposited molecules; step 3 depicts the repulsive forces between the tip and the sample when the tip is pushed toward the surface while in contact. In step 4, the tip is retracted (blue line) and the presence of an adhesion force will bend the tip downwards. The adhesion force could come form an specfic molecular recognition event or from unspecific electrostatic interactions. Figure 1b depicts a specific event. In fact a key point of SFS is to discriminate specific and unspecific interactions (see below). When the force gradient of the siRNA-dendrimer interaction exceeds the force constant value of the cantilever, the tip jumps out of contact to its initial position. The unbinding force (F unb ) of the siRNA-dendrimer pair is calculated from the vertical difference between the baseline and the minimum force at retraction. The unbinding length (L unb ) is the difference between the tip-sample distance where the unbinding event occurs and the contact point.
Detection of siRNA-dendrimers interactions
We have taken a total number of 16000 force curves with 5 siRNA-functionalized tips on the packed dendrimer surface. The unbinding forces were extracted by recording force volume maps in different locations of the sample. Each force volume consisted of 32 x 32 force curves taken over a 1 µm x 1 µm area. Figure 2a shows several examples of the retraction part of the force versus distance curves obtained during the data acquisition process. The nonlinear stretching of the PEG tether before the cantilever jumps off contact can be observed in all of the curves used in our analysis. The unbinding events were characterized by their unbinding length and unbinding force. In the Methods section we introduce a procedure to identify and discriminate specific fom non-specific interaction events. The three peaks underline the presence of three-different interactions between siRNA and the dendrimers. The persistence length of a double stranded RNA molecule is about 70 nm 44, 45 . This length is several times larger than the nominal siRNA length (5.9 nm), consequently, the siRNA will behave as a rigid rod. The comparison of the nominal leght of the siRNA and the dendrimer size indicates that a siRNA molecule could interact simultaneously with several dendrimers. Figure 3 shows a model of the possible siRNA-dendrimer complexes consistent with our observations. In this context, the lower force peak will correspond to a configuration that minimizes the interaction between the siRNA and the dendrimers ( Figure 3a) . Figure 3b shows an intermediate configuration where the siRNA interacts partially with two dendrimers. The larger force peak (50 pN) implies that the siRNA lies flat on top of several dendrimer molecules (Figure 3c ). This configuration maximizes the electrostatic attractive interaction between the siRNA and the dendrimers.
We have performed three different sets of control experiments to determine the specificity of the measured binding events. Figure 4 illustrates the typical force curves of the different control experiments. To emphasize the differences between specific and unspecific interactions, we also include a force curve with a siRNA functionalized tip and a dendrimer sample (Fig. 4a ). In the first control experiment we have blocked the dendrimer positively charged regions by introducing heparin in the solution (Fig. 4b ). In the second control, we have used unfunctionalized AFM tips (Fig. 4c ). Finally we have also recorded force curves with a siRNA-functionalized tip on bare mica (Fig. 4d ).
Heparin is a highly sulfated glycosaminoglycan that has the highest negative charge density of any known biological molecule 46 . It is expected to block most of dendrimer's surface positive charges that are not bound to the mica. Heparin competition assays were performed in order to test the strength of the union between the siRNA and the dendrimers 12 . Gel electrophorersis (Fig. 5a ) shows that 1 µM dendrimer completely binds 100 nM siRNA (dendriplexes) and this is markedly displaced from its binding to the dendrimer by 0.2 United States Pharmacopeia (USP) heparin units/mL. This test was adapted to our single molecule force spectroscopy setup. Initially, molecular recognition events were recorded between a siRNA-functionalized AFM tip and dendrimers on the surface, then heparin was injected into the system and after 30 minutes molecular recognition events were recorded again. Figure 5b shows the unbinding force distributions before and after the introduction of heparin. The injection of a competing polyanion (heparin) into the medium leads to a significant reduction of the unbinding events. This is in good agreement with the experiment performed in bulk solution (Fig. 5a ). In the absence of heparin, the probability of finding a force curve with the signature of a specific siRNA-TGD Page 9 of 26 Nanoscale PAMAM dendrimer event is 45%. After heparin deposition, the probability is reduced to 11.6%. However, the distribution of the unbinding forces remains unchanged, with the most frequent unbinding events occurring at 28 pN. This is an indication that the remaining events have the same features as the initial ones, which is consistent with some residual activity between siRNA and dendrimers after heparin blocking.
We performed two additional control experiments. One involved the use of a nonfunctionalized AFM tip and dendrimers deposited on mica. In the the other a siRNAfunctionalized AFM tip recroded force curves on a bare mica surface. In both cases, the corresponding force curves did not provide any unbinding events with the signature used to characterize siRNA-dendrimer specific interactions.
Fit with the FJC model
In order to perform the quantitative analysis of the siRNA-PEG stretching before jumpout to surface (step 4 in Figure 1b ), the specific unbinding events were fitted by with the extended freely jointed chain (FJC) model (Fig. 6a) . Thus the value of the most probable contour length is in good agreement with the length corresponding to the PEG-linker/siRNA complex. Figure 6c shows the 2D molecular recognition map of unbinding forces versus contour length of the PEG-linker/siRNA complex. Only single-force events are included in this map. We can observe that there are three different regions in the 2D map, as follows: region 1 with F unb = 28 pN and L c1 =15 nm, region 2 with F unb =40 pN and L c2 =17 nm and region 3 with F unb =58 pN and L c3 =19 nm respectively. The higher-force regions can be linked to multiple unbinding events. As for the contour lengths, we observe that L c1 < L c2 < L c3 . This behavior is at odds with the one observed by Sulchek et al 51 
where R is the tip radius and L c is the contour length of the molecule bound to the tip. In our system the nominal tip radius is R=10 nm and the calculated contour length L c =17 nm, which makes N≈1. Therefore, we conclude that in the present experiments it would be very difficult to have two or more siRNA molecules interacting simultaneously with the dendrimers.
Force spectroscopy at different loading rates
To determine the binding parameters of the siRNA-dendrimer complex and to gain insight into the energy landscape of the complex, we have carried out experiments at different loading rates. The kinetic model proposed by Bell 53 and further developed by Evans and Ritchie 27, 28, 54 predicts that the force of a single-energy barrier in the thermally activated regime scales up with the logarithm of the force loading rate,
Here F * is the most probable unbinding force, ν is the loading rate, x β is the effective width of the energy barrier along the reaction coordinate, k off is the dissociation rate of For each loading rate, the most probable unbinding force has been obtained from the maximum of the corresponding unbinding events histogram. Since we observe three different types of force curves in our experiments, we have followed the evolution of the most probable unbinding force with the loading rate for each type of force curve. Figure 7 shows the dependence of the most probable unbinding force versus the logarithm of the effective loading rate for the unbinding events corresponding to regions 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 2a . The results are consistent with the prediction of Equation 3 .
The dynamic force spectrum shows a linear behaviour for all regions. We conclude that a single energy barrier characterizes the transition of the dendriplex from the bound to the unbound state.
The length of the energy barrier x β was determined from the slope of the linear fit of the unbinding forces versus the loading rate logarithm plot. Next, k off was calculated by extrapolation to zero forces. The characteristic time needed for the spontaneous dissociation of the siRNA-dendrimer complex, τ, is given by the inverse of the kinetic off-rate constant. This parameter can be correlated with the stability of the complex.
The dissociation of the siRNA-dendrimer complex under an external force can be described in the frame of the transition state theory 27, 56 . Once k off is estimated using the Bell-Evans model, the measured free energy of the unbinding process ∆G m can be calculated using the following equation, where h is Planck's constant,
We consider that the siRNA-dendrimer system studied here meets the assumptions of
Eyring model due to the small number of bonds involved. The total number of positive charges present on the surface of a G1 TGD PAMAM dendrimer at neutral pH (pH≈7.4) is 9 or three charges per branch. The dendrimers form a layer on mica which implies at least one branch (three positive charges) will interact with the negatively charged mica substrate. Therefore, the maximum number of positive charges in the dendrimer available for interacting electrostatically with the negatively charged phosphate groups of the nucleic acid is 6. We also assume that the dissociation of the siRNA-dendrimer complex under force proceeds along a trajectory that resembles the thermodynamically favoured path, so the contribution of the entropic term can be neglected and the free energy change coincides with the change in enthalpy.
It must be noted that the above free energy includes the contribution of the siRNAdendrimer complex unbinding ∆G complex as well as of the PEG linker stretching ∆G PEG .
Hence, the unbinding free energy linked exclusively to the dissociation process between siRNA and dendrimer can be calculated as follows
The free energy related to the stretching of a 10 nm long PEG linker has been estimated experimentally to be -1.78 kcal/mol 48 . The unbingding free energies for the different siRNA-dendrimer configurations measured here are determined by using Equations (4) and (5) . Table I summarizes the kinetic parameters-energy barrier bond length, intrinsic unbinding rate, bond lifetime and free energy of the bond for the three types of unbinding events introduced in Fig. 2a .
The length of a hydrogen bond formed between a nitrogen donor and an oxygen acceptor lies between 0.15-0.25 nm, which is in good agreement with the energy barrier bond lengths obtained here. The complexes corresponding to lower unbinding forces (region 1 in Figure 2a ) are characterized by a barrier bond length of 0.25±0.06 nm while the ones giving higher forces (regions 2 and 3 in Figure 2a ) show a smaller barrier bond length (0.14±0.08 nm). The higher lifetime of 5.4±2 s of the siRNA-dendrimer complexes corresponding to regions 2 and 3 implies a higher stability of these complexes as compared to the ones characterized by smaller unbinding forces. The latter will dissociate faster.
Molecular dynamics simulations show that the binding energies between the positive residues of the first-generation dendrimer and siRNA can be grouped in two clusters, 11.3-13.6 kcal/mol and 5.7-7.6 kcal/mol 12 . The spatial orientation of the residue with respect to the siRNA determines its value. The free unbinding energies measured here (16.34-16 .69 kcal/mol) indicate a combination of a higher-energy and a lower energy residue (10.3+6.2=16.5 kcal/mol) as given by the simulations. The good agreement between the experimental results and the simulations strengthes the relevance of the simulations. Interestingly, although the unbinding free energies suggest that the number of the electrostatic interactions involved in the dendriplexes formation is similar for all complexes, the spatial conformation of the interacting residues determines the stability of the formed complex.
Conclusion
We have developed a single molecule force spectroscopy method to measure the unbinding forces and energies between a single siRNA molecule and a polyamidoamine dendrimers deposited on a mica surface. We report three types of unbinding events which are characterized, respectively, by forces and free unbinding energies of 28 pN (0.709 eV) , 38 pN (0.722 eV) and 50 pN (0.724 eV). The probability of finding specific unbinding events is about 45%. This value reveals a high binding affinity of siRNA towards polyamidoamine dendrimers. We propose that siRNA interacts either with two of the three amino branches of one dendrimer or with two branches of adjacent dendrimers. The specific binding interaction at 0.724 eV indicates that the siRNA lies flat on top of two dendrimer molecules. This configuration maximizes the electrostatic attractive interactions between siRNA and the dendrimers. The lower peak corresponds to a configuration that minimizes the siRNA-dendrimer interactions. Intermediate configurations are also possible (0.722 eV). We provide relevant information for future PAMAM-type dendrimer synthesis aimed to transfection procedures in two ways: a) the binding forces between the amino terminal groups located in the PAMAM branches and the phosphate groups in the siRNA molecules should be in the range of 25 to 50 pN for loading rates of about 1 nN/s to allow the dissociation of the siRNA from the dendriplex and an efficient transfection at the same time it protects the dendrimer from RNAse-mediated degradation and b) it validates experimentally, for the first time, the theoretical predictions made by molecular modelling on the binding energies between dendrimers and siRNA at the single molecule scale.
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